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Steve Harvey, Republican, County Board of Supervisors Candidate (White Hall) 

Climate Planning  

How should the City of Charlottesville and Albemarle County approach 

their climate action planning process?  

I believe the decision to include "Climate" in the name of this council was a tremendous 

misstep. The moment the BOS included Climate in the name of the organization the 

buy-in from our constituency was reduced by somewhere between 40%-60% simply 

due to the political division that word engenders, especially when you're talking about 

local government. I have been following the developments coming out of this group for 

the past several months. When supervisors discuss the importance of the committee 

they rarely reference Global Climate Change, most frequently they bring up localized 

issues like the 2 deaths we experienced from flash flooding. If the BOS is interested in 

forming a group that almost all of the constituency would be committed to they would 

be far better served by calling it the Inclement Weather Preparedness Collaborative. 

(The "BOS" is a single entity)  

Do you have specific strategies that you would like to see 

implemented?  

I would like to see strategies implemented that empower those with the greatest vested 

interest in environmental protection. Those individuals are invariably the farmers that 

work and maintain the rural beauty we call White Hall. Their livelihood relies completely 

and solely on real world tried and true conservationism. If their land is over farmed, 

polluted, washed out by storm water or any of the other issues man or nature throws at 

them, they will not survive. We must give these hardworking people the freedom to do 

what they live for. Concepts like the pernicious Rain Tax or outrageous Brush Burning 

regulations are the quickest way to destroy our agrarian rural community and swamp 

the entire area with housing developments. If we don't do everything in our power to 

keep our farms profitable and free we will have an enormous suburb of Charlottesville 

rather than the beauty we all enjoy today.  

Should cities contribute to climate solutions, and, if so, 

how?  

Yes, cities should contribute to climate solutions by providing public transportation and 



efficacious road systems to reduce traffic congestion. They should also consider 

changing from planting grass to planting clover to help mitigate the damage from colony 

collapse disorder plaguing our pollinators (bees). This would also reduce fuel 

consumption due to less frequent mowing and save money on seed.  

If elected, would you promote strategies to reduce our climate emissions, and, if 

so, where do the greatest opportunities exist for reducing them?  

Whether anthropogenic catastrophic global climate change is a true threat or another in 

a long line of poorly interpreted climate models we can almost all agree that reducing 

the environmental impact of civilization on our ecosystem is an overwhelmingly 

supported goal. There are a number of things local government can do to support this 

endeavor. Just a few months ago our 5th District Congressman and our Senate 

Representative played a critical role in bringing insurance to hemp growers across the 

Commonwealth. Albemarle County has the perfect climate to produce hemp for 

industrial use. The amount of carbon capture that can be accomplished by growing 

hemp is 10 times that of tree growth. If the BOS is concerned about carbon emissions 

they should be shouting from the rooftops that Albemarle County is open for business 

and hemp growers are welcome. Other pertinent issues that local government has an 

appropriate and direct control over are addressed later on in the questionnaire.  

Climate Strategies and Implementation  

How would you approach sustainable materials management solutions like 

composting and recycling in this region?  

This is a wonderful question. Once again I will go back to one of the key premises for 

my campaign, that farmers are the original conservationists and have by far the 

greatest vested interest in sustainability. Our farmers do not have a sustainable 

business model without continuous composting. Similarly, without frequent brush 

burning to generate natural fertilizer our farmers would be reliant on purchasing huge 

quantities of product that serve the same purpose. Unfortunately other methods of 

fertilizing require shipment by train/truck and can't possibly approach the carbon 

neutral environmental benefits of healthy brush burning. My opponent stated in our 

recent forum debate, at Broadus Wood Elementary, that she would like to see 

sweeping regulatory changes to brush burning that would prohibit over 90% of our 

constituents from participating in this environmentally critical behavior. If her 

regulations are implemented we can look forward to hundreds of tons of organic 

material being shipped in plastic bags via diesel trucks to the landfill.  



What role do you see for renewable energy in our community? How would you 

approach implementing its use, if at all, or increasing it?  

The role for renewable energy in our community is to continue competing with other 

forms of energy production in as close to a free market as possible. I recognize that non 

renewable energy sources receive grants/subsidies/advantages from government 

programs and hope that the day will come when the entire energy industry playing field 

will be leveled by removing such interference. Since that does not appear to be 

anywhere close to happening in my lifetime I am in favor of attempting to offer similar 

government benefits to each form of energy production to create the closest thing we 

can get to even footing. Personally, I like the security that renewable energy sources  

offer. If our grid consists of thousands of independent energy producers (ie. panels on 

rooftops) the threat of long term power failure is diminished tremendously and our 

reliance on corporate decision makers and foreign energy sources is reduced.  

How would you describe the relationship between climate action, poverty, and 

justice in Charlottesville and Albemarle County?  

When the government gives enormous kickbacks to energy companies like Solyndra 

the benefit is exclusively enjoyed by the elite and cost is shouldered by the poor and 

middle class. We should be on guard to avoid debacles of this nature at all times. 

When the government injects itself into the home loan market we see tens of thousand 

of homes being constructed that cannot be afforded by the people living in them. The 

cost to the environment was tremendous, the ultra wealthy got bailouts, and the poor 

and middle class lost their homes and financial stability. Debt spending is a horrifying 

disaster for the environment. It is important to remember that any time we spend 

money that we don't currently have we are consuming natural resources at an 

unnaturally accelerated rate. In each of these cases there is no justice for the poor and 

the wealthiest often feel none of the downside. While the vast majority of these 

nefarious decisions were made at the state and federal level, rest assured that I have a 

keen eye for this kind of corruption and it will never happen locally on my watch.  

Transportation makes up a significant portion of local climate emissions. What 

strategies would you suggest to address transportation needs in 

Charlottesville and Albemarle County?  

Mass transit buses are a good choice for reducing traffic on the roads, reducing the 

carbon footprint of the community, and providing affordable transportation for young or 

financially struggling constituents. Improving the efficiency of our roads is critical for this 

issue as well. The traffic disaster currently taking place twice a day every weekday in 



the vicinity of Old Trail and Western Albemarle High School can be laid at the feet of our 

current Board of Supervisors. We have watched as thousands of new homes are 

constructed in the new high growth sections of Crozet, meanwhile the road 

infrastructure has been completely neglected. The result of this neglect is hundreds of 

cars running their engines for 20-45 minutes while moving less than 1 mile every single 

school day.  

How would you propose to overcome barriers to energy efficiency upgrades and 

renewable energy in the residential sector?  

Pursue as free a marketplace as possible so that the best technology and the best 

services rise to the top. When politicians pick the winners everyone loses.  

Tell us what inspires you personally to act on climate, or why action 

is unnecessary.  

I am inspired by no nonsense environmentally sound concepts that keep our farms 

open and allow the people operating them to have the freedom to do what they do 

best, maintain thriving agribusinesses that keep our part of the County beautiful. 

Overreach by our current Board of Supervisors inspired me to run for office, an 

extremely personal decision my family and I didn't take lightly. No Rain Tax!  


